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A lot of us have been through this. Our child, relative, or friend accidentally or intentionally locks an interior door, and we cannot get into it. This can be irritating and, in some situations, dangerous. It is difficult (and expensive) to call a locksmith each time; instead, you can learn to pick your locks.




Below mentioned is the list of several DIYs for unlocking a door through which you can open a door of a room without a key. These tips on how to unlock a door without a key will also prevent you from destroying your property.




The tension wrench and the paperclip method




Bedroom or interior doors aren’t similar. Most are going to have a key, and some are going to have a simple hole in the middle, and there are also those without any hole, but they can lock. The best way is to find a tension wrench and a paperclip. In the middle of the doorknob, place the straight, skinny item into the hole. Push the item with a bit of force until you hear a click, this click is the lock mechanism. Once you hear the door click, it will unlock.




Credit card method




A Credit card can be the best tool for some doorknobs like lever style lock. Yet the trick is to pick the right card. Do not use your credit or debit card; the process may result in damage. Instead, select a card that is less necessary and rigid but more versatile, such as a loyalty card for the grocery store or a library card.




This DIY for unlocking a door is fairly simple. Slide your card between the door and the door jamb. You will need to wiggle it a bit, but if you’re lucky, the latch assembly will be clicked on by the card, and the door will open.







Knife method




This DIY for unlocking a door is very similar to the method used for the card. It is also important to note that using a sharp knife will result in injury. You need a butter knife or spreader to work on this, something without a sharp blade. You’ll put the knife between the door and the door jamb, quickly slip it down while pushing against the door, and the door will unlock.




Removing hinges




If none of the other methods have been successfully removing the hinges may be another choice. You’ll need a flat head screwdriver and a hammer to do this. Place the screwdriver at the knuckle bottom, and the pin at the door. Tap the screwdriver handle in a downward motion.




Take off the head and pin until they are loose enough. For all the hinges, you would need to repeat this again and again. This DIY for unlocking a door is not going to be easy and might take some strength to complete.
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